The purpose of this paper is to look at the development history and the current state of Japanese studies in Southeast Asia. The paper presents a number of stumbling blocks of various institutions in Southeast Asia, such as language issues and funding. The study ends with possible suggestions as well as solutions towards success in this area.
[特集] 世界における日本語文学研究の現状と展望
Japanese studies in Southeast Asia can be separated into two periods, pre-war and post-war. The pre-war educational engagements of Japan to Southeast Asia vary depending on the country ' s political relationship. Most of the Southeast Asian countries had trade relationships with Japan since the 16th Century. Siam recording the first red seal ships (朱印船) around 1604, and a formal embassy in Japan in 1621, the rest of Southeast Asia would only engage in active trade from the 17th Century without the establishment of a formal embassy. Aside from trade, this began educational relationships through the informal and unofficial study of Japanese language and culture.
The official beginnings of Japanese Studies in Southeast Asia happened during the advent to the Pacific War when Japan was at the height of its modernization project under the Meiji Government and was attempting to convince the other Asian countries to come under the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere where various National Universities were asked to open courses for Japanese language to local students.
However, the war overtook this measure which then integrated the programs under the propaganda structure of the Japanese colonial government.
It was only during the post-war period with the restoration of diplomatic relations that Japanese Studies began to take root. One of the earliest would be Thailand in 1952 , Cambodia in 1953 , followed by Myanmar in 1954 , Laos in 1955 , the Philippines in 1956 , Malaysia in 1957 , Indonesia in 1958 , Singapore in 1966 , Vietnam in 1973 and Brunei in 1984 This post-war relations allowed Japan to re-start its pre-war activities with the Southeast Asian countries through the re-development or re-establishment of Japanese Studies departments in national universities in the various countries, and is understood by most members as the " official beginnings " of Japanese Studies in Southeast Asia.
The State of Japanese Studies in Southeast Asia
One of the earliest studies was the conference proceedings of the fourth Focus on the University of the Philippines " in 1992. (Saniel 1992) . This was followed by a piece by I Ketut Surajaya entitled ｢インドネシアにおける日本研究の現状と将来｣ in 1993. (Surajaya 1993) By the next year, Stephen Leong ' s " Japan Studies and Japanese Studies in Malaysia " (Leong 1994 ) and Seah Chee Meow ' s " Japanese Studies Department at the National University of Singapore: Redefining its Relevance and Viability " (Meow 1994) were published.
Aside from sharing the histories of how each country established Japanese Studies departments or programs, with their beginnings in Japanese Language education and developed into the study of Japan. Furthermore, there were arguments regarding the labelling of the area study between " Japanese Studies " or " Japan Studies " where the difference " Japanese Studies " follows the European tradition of non-Japanese scholars who study Japan as an ancient or classical, historical culture of the East vis-à-vis to Chinese studies. (Saniel 1992) (Meow 1994) (Leong 1994) On the other hand, " Japan Studies " began in the United States in training centers established during World War II to teach Japanese language, history and culture which later evolves into a study of Modern Japan. (Saniel 1992) (Meow 1994) (Leong 1994 ) Saniel adds a third term " the study of Japan " which does not preclude knowledge of the Japanese language, and deals with topics that partly cover Japan. (Saniel 1992 
Issues on Japanese Studies in Southeast Asia
The earliest articles which recognized issues on Japanese Studies in Southeast Asia was by Surichai Wun ' gaeo ' s " Japanese Studies in Southeast Asia: Problematic Trends and Challenges Ahead. " (Wun'Gaeo 1996) which featured the following key features (1) that Japanese studies was entering a booming period in higher institutions due to the growing demand in learning from Japan ' s development experience, (2) Southeast Asia was conducive for growth in Japanese studies due to external funding received from Japan, as well as individual governmental policies, (3) strength and focus on language-based education. (Wun ' Gaeo 1996) Nonetheless, there were challenges such as (1) weak relationship between Japanese studies and social sciences, with the focus on Japanese language education, (2) interest in Japan lay on Japan ' s economic growth, relations, management, (3) an acceptance in the humanities of simplistic Nihonjin-ron ideologies. (Wun'Gaeo 1996) It has been 20 years from Wun ' Gaeo ' s article, and there is a need to revisit and review these points. In the Philippines, the Japanese Studies Program of the Ateneo de Manila University is one of the oldest programs in Southeast Asia which began in 1967 offering Japanese language classes in the tertiary level, followed by a minor in Japanese Studies in 1990, and a Master ' s in Japanese Studies in 1998. The first director was Hisatake Masao (Economics) in 1966. This was followed by the This has dropped in 2017, with an average of 53.60. It is still within the " high "
category, but from the data of the past two years, only Singapore is categorized as " very high, " Malaysia and the Philippines as " high, " Vietnam as " moderate, " Indonesia dropped from " moderate " to " low " with Thailand who increased from a " very low " last year.
(http://www.ef.com/)
It is quite interesting that countries with the lowest English language proficiencies have the highest Japanese language proficiencies. While thus tilts the scale to benefit Indonesia, Vietnam and Thailand.
What this means is that the Southeast Asian Japanese studies scholars may hardly read each other due to the difficulties is collaborative research, as seen in the Graduate Thesis database which can be categorized into three categories: (1) 
